Go to CPCE Libraries Home Page
http://weblib.cpce-polyu.edu.hk
From the tool bar, select Collections → Electronic Resources
You can browse the electronic resources by A-Z, Subject or Type of Resource
More information you can look at

From any of the lists, you may see the following icons which provide more information on the electronic resources when you click on it.

**About the resource**
Provide a description of the resource and the subject areas it covers.

**Guide**
Provide information on how to use the resource.

**Help**
FAQ provided by the vendor.

**Subject Coverage**
Shows what subjects the resource covers.

**Mobile Version**
The resource has mobile version.
For enquiries, please call us at 3746 0850 (Hung Hom Bay Library) 3746 0860 (West Kowloon Library) or email us pflib@cpce-polyu.edu.hk.